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Executive Summary 
In November 2019, Will Petrik of Policy Matters Ohio published a report pressuring lawmakers 
to increase support for kinship caregivers.1 Almost two years later, little has changed. With a 
lawsuit now threatening to force the state to implement equality between kinship and foster caregivers, 
this is a crucial time for kinship care policy. This report expands on the Policy Matters Ohio report 
and introduces a harm reductionist perspective, connecting kinship care issues to the 
experiences of parents who use drugs. Our goal is to disperse information to kinship caregivers 
and Ohioans at large regarding available resources and make recommendations for 
policymakers to better support those involved in kinship care. 
 
Although children living with kin fare better than children living without kin, kinship caregivers 
receive far less financial support than licensed foster parents. When a child lives with kin, they 
are more likely to feel loved and remain close with their community and culture. The federal 
government has acknowledged the need for equality and has mandated that Ohio provide 
kinship caregivers the same amount of compensation as foster caregivers, but Ohio refuses to 
comply. Support for kinship care is also an issue of racial and economic justice. All kinship 
caregivers need support to raise children, yet the prevalence of kinship care without 
government involvement complicates this.      
 
Ohio must support kinship care families financially by complying with the Glisson decision, 
increasing and expanding TANF Ohio Works First child-only payments, funding legal 
representation services for people facing eviction, and extending the 2021 Child Tax Credit.  
 
Ohio must support kinship care families emotionally and logistically by increasing access to 
mental health resources, removing barriers to the Caretaker Authorization Affidavit, conducting 
culturally aware foster care training sessions, and removing minor drug offenses as a limitation 
to becoming a kinship caregiver.  
 
Ohio and other states are currently considering a $26 billion settlement with Johnson & 
Johnson and three major opioid distributors.2 Of this $26 billion, Ohio would tentatively receive 
$1.2 billion to be spent on community recovery, including “mother-centered treatment and 
support.” If the settlement is accepted, the money could fund child welfare, support for parents 
who use drugs, mental health resources for people affected by drug use, harm reduction and 

                                                 
1 Petrik, Will. Support Ohio children by funding kinship care. Columbus: Policy Matters Ohio, 2019. Accessed May 
18, 2021. https://bit.ly/3AtYls3.  
2 Laura A. Bischoff, “Ohio could get $1B from multibillion dollar deal with opiate maker and three distributors,” 
Columbus Dispatch, July, 21 2021. https://bit.ly/3siLx5f.  

https://bit.ly/3AtYls3
https://bit.ly/3siLx5f
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harm reduction education, services for foster children, and stigma reduction.3 If it becomes 
available, opioid settlement money could be used to significantly benefit kinship care families. 
 

Introduction: Kinship Care vs. Foster Care 
Although kinship care and foster care have many similarities, notable distinctions, rooted in the 
relationship between caregiver and child, exist. Both systems refer to a child’s removal from 
their parents’ care and placement with another full-time caregiver. With kinship care, 
caregivers are a relative or other adult who is close with the child, while foster caregivers do 
not have a previous relationship with the child in their care.4 Kinship care is broken down into 
two types: formal and informal. Formal kinship caregivers are approved by a government 
agency, while informal kinship caregivers are not.  
 
This crucial distinction has financial implications.  
 
A child is placed into foster care or formal kinship 
care when abuse or neglect is reported to a local 
Public Children Services Agency (PCSA), such as a 
county branch of the Ohio Department of Job and 
Family Services (ODJFS), and the claim is verified by 
a child protective services investigator.5 The caseworker screens potential kinship caregivers 
and places the child with an adult they know and trust. Because children do better emotionally 
if they are with kin, kinship care is almost always preferable to foster care.6 If no kin are 
available, foster care is the next choice. The third scenario is informal kinship care. This occurs 
when adults closely associated with the children decide their living situation―without any 
intervention from an agency.    
 
As of January 1, 2021, in Ohio, there were 8,389 children in foster care and 3,995 children in 
formal kinship care.7 However, when informal kinship care is taken into consideration, it is 
estimated that almost nine percent of Ohio children are raised in kinship care.8 Black children 
are overrepresented in foster and kinship care, while white children are underrepresented. As 
of 2019, about 15 percent of children in Ohio are Black, and they make up about 26 percent of 
                                                 
3 “Ohio Abatement Strategies,” Ohio Attorney General, February 10, 2020. https://bit.ly/3yEP67X..  
4 Ohio Revised Code, section 5101.85: Kinship caregiver defined, https://bit.ly/37vHOay.  
5 Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Report child abuse and neglect, https://bit.ly/3iBg5f7.  
6 “Stepping up for kids: What governments and communities should do to support kinship families.” The Annie E. 
Casey Foundation, 2012, https://bit.ly/3m4uRNN.  
7 Ohio Department of Job and Family Services Data Dashboard, Point in time count of children in care, filtered by: 
calendar year, January 2021, kinship and foster care. https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS.  
8  Kinship care fact sheet, Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, https://bit.ly/3Aszbdu.  

https://bit.ly/3yEP67X
https://bit.ly/37vHOay
https://bit.ly/3iBg5f7
https://bit.ly/3m4uRNN
https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS
https://bit.ly/3Aszbdu
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child welfare cases. About 71 percent of children in Ohio are white, and they make up about 57 
percent of child welfare cases.9 Black children are also much more likely than white children to 
be in informal kinship care. For a useful chart, see page four of the 2019 kinship care report by 
Policy Matters Ohio.10  

 
The biggest challenge facing kinship caregivers is 
insufficient financial assistance. Even though kinship and 
foster caregivers do the same work, kinship caregivers 
receive much less financial support from the government. 
This is particularly problematic for informal kinship 
caregivers because they receive the least amount of 
support. Foster caregivers receive “foster care 

maintenance payments” with a minimum range of about $200 to $2,300 per month per child 
and a maximum range of about $900 to $4,500 per month per child depending on their county 
of residence.11 These payments are established and largely funded by Title IV-E of the Social 
Security Act. Kinship caregivers may be eligible to receive several hundred dollars per month 
through a number of federal and state programs, but all have limitations. Many kinship 
caregivers receive nothing. According to the U. S. Department of Agriculture, a middle-income 
family of four in 2015 spent approximately $13,000 per year per child. This is slightly over 
$1,000 per month per child.12 
 
Parental drug use is a common factor in the removal of children from their homes. Although the 
presence of informal kinship care makes it difficult to give an accurate estimate, as of January 1, 
2021, 24 Ohio counties cite parental drug use as a factor in 50 to 100 percent of removal 
cases.13 The following two maps compare the counties with highest rates of children placed in 
PCSA custody to the counties with highest rates of overdose deaths.14,15, 16  

                                                 
9 U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children & Families, Children’s Bureau, Child 
Welfare Outcomes State Data Review, Ohio, 2019 data, https://bit.ly/3iycYof.  
10 Petrik, 2019.  
11 Ibid.  
12 Mark Lino, “The Cost of Raising a Child,” U. S. Department of Agriculture, Feb. 18, 2021. https://bit.ly/2U5ntWz.  
13  Ohio Department of Job and Family Services Data Dashboard, Children removed from the home due to parental 
substance use/abuse, filtered by: calendar year, January 2021. https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS. 
14 Ohio Department of Job and Family Services Data Dashboard, Point in time count of children in care, filtered by: 
calendar year, January 2021, agency type: PCSA. https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS.  
15 “Child Population in Ohio.” Kids Count Data Center, the Annie E. Casey Foundation, filtered by Ohio county, 2019 
data. https://bit.ly/3y3AD4y. (Rates for first map calculated by dividing number of children in PCSA custody in each 
county as of January 1, 2021, by total number of children 17 and under in each county as of the 2019 census and 
multiplying the answer by 100. Red counties have 1 to 2.3 percent of their child population in PCSA custody, and 
yellow counties have 0.7 to 0.9 percent of their child population in PCSA custody.)  
16 “Where drug overdose deaths are worst in 2021,” Harm Reduction Ohio, Aug. 9, 2021, https://bit.ly/3yBHpiJ. 

https://www.policymattersohio.org/files/research/chart2kinship.jpg
https://bit.ly/3iycYof
https://bit.ly/2U5ntWz
https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS
https://bit.ly/3s5zyHS
https://bit.ly/3y3AD4y
https://bit.ly/3yBHpiJ
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Appalachian Ohio has both the highest rates of children in PCSA custody and the highest rates 
of overdose deaths. Harm reduction is needed in areas where overdoses are most likely in 
order to keep people who use drugs―including parents―alive and healthy.  
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Map taken from HarmReductionOhio.org 

View corresponding article: https://bit.ly/3yBHpiJ   
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Real-World Consequences 
Supporting kinship caregivers is critical for the well-being of children and families. Placing 
children with kin ensures that children can maintain connections to their community and 
remain with people who know and love them. Failing to do this has consequences. On April 20, 
2021, Columbus Police shot and killed Ma’Khia Bryant, a 16-year-old Black girl living in a foster 
home, during an altercation with a group of young women who had previously lived in the 
home. Ma’Khia’s younger sister had called the police for help. The events leading up to the 
shooting demonstrate the worst possible outcome of the lack of support given to kinship 
caregivers. Ma’Khia and her sisters were originally placed in the care of their grandmother after 
being removed from their home by Franklin County Children Services. Because their 
grandmother could not afford a larger apartment and was facing eviction for housing too many 
people, Ma’Khia ended up in the foster home where she was later killed. Ma’Khia would still be 
alive if her grandmother had been given adequate support. According to her grandmother, 
“They could’ve just given me what they give one foster parent, and then I could’ve gotten 
housing, taken care of the kids and done what I needed to do.” Ma’Khia was happy and healthy 
living with her grandmother, and moving through foster homes failed to ensure her mental 
health and physical safety. For a detailed look at Ma’Khia’s journey through the foster care 
system, read the New York Times article here.17  
 

Becoming a Kinship Caregiver 
Family members and close friends often become kinship caregivers suddenly and unexpectedly. 
Unlike foster parents, who seek out a child and have time to prepare for the child’s arrival, 
kinship caregivers tend to be less financially and mentally prepared for a new addition to their 
household. Kinship caregivers may struggle to provide necessities, such as childcare, bedding, 
and extra food. It can be especially financially 
challenging when infants are placed in kinship care, as 
they require additional supplies like diapers, car seats, 
cribs, formula, and new clothing to accommodate 
growth. Typical kinship caregivers are grandparents and 
other older relatives living on fixed incomes, often 
dealing with age-related health issues. This makes 
taking care of a child difficult.  
 

                                                 
17 Bogel-Burroughs, Nicholas, Ellen Barry, and Will Wright. “Ma’Khia Bryant's Journey Through Foster Care Ended 
With an Officer’s Bullet.” The New York Times, May 8, 2021. https://nyti.ms/3jEYX7D.   

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/08/us/columbus-makhia-bryant-foster-care.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://nyti.ms/3jEYX7D
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Before a kinship caregiver can be approved by the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 
(ODJFS), they must submit to a criminal background check and a home evaluation. Additional 
adults in the home must also submit to criminal background checks.18 Although background 
checks are important for ensuring that children are placed in a safe environment, this process, 
in its current form, prevents many competent and willing individuals from becoming kinship 
caregivers. For example, in the state of Ohio, individuals who have ever been convicted of a 
drug-related crime are not allowed to become kinship caregivers.19 This process particularly 
harms potential Black caregivers because of the over-criminalization of Black people, especially 
regarding drug possession. As more and more states legalize the use of marijuana and other 
drugs for recreational use, drug-related convictions must not automatically disqualify a kinship 
care candidate.  
 
The vast majority of kinship care occurs informally (without the involvement of ODJFS, where 
legal custody remains with the parents, but care is provided by others). Without going through 
the system, it is much more difficult for kinship caregivers to obtain financial compensation to 
help raise children. There are many reasons why people choose to stay out of the state’s formal 
system. First, it is crucial to recognize that Black people have a unique history and relationship 
with the government that is a cause for legitimate mistrust. This is one reason Black families are 
more likely to opt for informal kinship care and, in turn, receive less money to support children 
than families who choose formal kinship care. In addition to mistrust, kinship caregivers may 
opt out of the system because they do not want the child’s parents to get in legal trouble, they 
think it would be traumatizing for the child, they have a criminal record, or they find the system 
difficult to navigate.  
 
Formal kinship caregivers can receive the same amount of financial support as foster parents by 
becoming licensed as foster parents themselves. However, this happens less frequently than 
needed. Kinship caregivers often express concern that if they become licensed foster parents, 
they will be forced to take on additional foster children. This is not true. Kinship caregivers can 
become licensed foster parents exclusively for the children already in their care. Nevertheless, 
the worry is surprisingly common.   
  

                                                 
18 “The Process for Becoming a Kinship Caregiver,” Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, July 17, 2019. 
https://bit.ly/3jCuDKK.  
19 Child Welfare Information Gateway. (2019). Background checks for prospective foster, adoptive, and kinship 
caregivers. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Children’s Bureau. 
https://bit.ly/3xzR4VR.  

https://bit.ly/3jCuDKK
https://bit.ly/3xzR4VR
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M’s Story 
 
M became a licensed foster parent in 2019 at age 26 because she always wanted to be a parent, felt 
strongly about child welfare, and had extra space in her home. Over the past two years, M fostered 
several children and is now caring for an 18-year-old who recently aged out of the system. Because her 
current situation cannot be considered foster care, M is not receiving any assistance for the 18-year-old. 
When M was fostering minor children, her county of residence provided her with about $800 per month 
per child. The children were also on Medicaid.  
 
Before M could become a licensed foster parent, she had to attend 36 hours of classroom training that 
occurred on evenings and weekends. Although this was convenient for M because she had no children 
at the time, others had difficulty attending training sessions because children were not allowed to be 
brought along, and childcare was not provided. M also had to pass a home study, get fingerprinted, 
submit financial statements and letters of recommendation, and complete a physical and mental 
evaluation. M says that, even for a young person who could meet the requirements fairly easily, the 
process was a lot to manage, time-consuming, and tiring. After 8 months, M was successfully licensed.  
 
The children who M fostered were placed with her because kinship care was unavailable. One child 
came to her from kinship care because the relative lacked enough support to take care of the child. M 
believes this is common, especially for lower-income, single grandparents. She says that kinship 
caregivers should receive at least the same level of support as foster parents, but they deserve much 
more. For M, the foster care payments she received did not cover every expense. Although she was able 
to make ends meet, she points out that many others are not as fortunate.  
 
As a non-profit organizer, M works closely with kinship caregivers and emphasizes the importance of 
community support as a supplement to financial support. M highlights that she, unlike kinship 
caregivers, had many government workers helping her manage her responsibility. For example, she was 
assigned multiple caseworkers, a therapist, a county worker, and an agency worker who would be 
available anytime by phone, visit her home, refer her to services, and provide advice.  
 
Although M is white, all of her foster children have been Black or biracial. She says that this is extremely 
common and believes it is due to racial biases when determining if foster care is needed, barriers to 
licensure faced by those experiencing generational poverty, racist training sessions, and the “white 
savior complex.” When M was going through training, she attended a “horrifying” session about 
transracial foster care and adoption that was taught by a white person who made ignorant and 
culturally insensitive comments about their Black foster child.  
 
M has also attended events where leaders have expressed no sympathy or understanding toward 
parents who use drugs. As someone who has provided foster care for children of people who use drugs 
and has witnessed their joyful reunions with their parents, M was appalled. M believes that major 
changes must be made to promote the equality of everyone involved in foster and kinship care. 
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Kinship Care, Race, & the Multiethnic Placement Act 
The Multiethnic Placement Act of 1994 (MEPA) currently governs transracial foster care at the 
national level. The stated intention of MEPA was to reduce discrimination in foster care 
placement by prohibiting the denial of placement on the basis of race, color, or national origin 
(RCNO).20 However, MEPA ignores the unique needs of non-white children by forbidding the 
consideration of RCNO “competencies” in potential foster parents. For example, MEPA would 
not allow a public children services agency to ask potential foster parents why they want to 
foster a child of a RCNO that differs from their own, require them to learn about the child’s 
RCNO, or ask if their past behavior reflects an appreciation for the child’s RCNO. Only upon 
request can an agency provide prospective foster parents with trans-RCNO parenting 
information, such as hair care instructions. Cultural considerations, such as religion, language, 
and food may be made when placing children in foster care, but “culture” may not be given a 
clear definition or used interchangeably with RCNO.21 These aspects of the Multiethnic 
Placement Act underscore the importance of kinship care for keeping children connected with 
their communities and culture, which are often closely tied to RCNO. When Black children are 
placed with white families in majority-white communities, they are put in a situation where 
they look different than everyone else and are not exposed to people who can teach them the 
realities of racism or how to stay safe as a Black person. MEPA must be overhauled by 
individuals who are aware of the needs of Black children, have experience with these situations, 
and value cultural connection.22  
 
Inadequate support for kinship caregivers is a barrier to racial justice. Black children are 
disproportionately represented in the child welfare system and are more likely than white 
children to be in kinship care. Because Black families provide kinship care more frequently than 
white families, they experience the financial and mental difficulties of kinship care at a higher 
rate.   

 

  

                                                 
20 Congress.gov. “Text - H.R.4181 - 103rd Congress (1993-1994): Multiethnic Placement Act of 1994.” April 19, 
1994. https://bit.ly/2VDPmGf. 
21 “Understanding and Complying with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Multiethnic Placement Act of 
1994, as Amended by the Interethnic Adoption Provisions of 1996.” Spaulding for Children. National Resource 
Center for Adoption, January 21, 2014. https://bit.ly/3xGvYoR. 
22 “The Multi-Ethnic Placement ACT (MEPA) Needs Reform to Reduce Racial Inequities in Foster Care and 
Adoption.” Partners for Our Children, July 26, 2021. https://bit.ly/2VDBYlv.  

https://bit.ly/2VDPmGf
https://bit.ly/3xGvYoR
https://bit.ly/2VDBYlv
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Current Support for Kinship Caregivers  
Ohio has several programs to financially support kinship caregivers. However, each program has 
limitations that prevent many from receiving adequate assistance.  
 

TANF Ohio Works First (OWF) Child-Only Payments 
Kinship caregivers can apply to receive child-only payments from Ohio Works First, a program 
federally funded by Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and administered by the 
state.23  
 
Both formal and informal kinship caregivers can receive these payments, however, federal 
guidelines say that informal kinship caregivers must be related to the child by blood or by 
marriage or be a legal guardian or custodian of the child in order to qualify.  
 
Kinship caregivers enrolled in this program receive $302 per month for one child, $412 per 
month for two children, and $505 per month for three children. This means that, each month, a 
caregiver with one child gets $302 per child, a caregiver with two children gets $206 per child, 
and a caregiver with three children gets $168 per child.  
 
This unequal payment scale reflects an inaccurate belief that the second child costs less to 
support than the first one. In fact, children are a huge financial responsibility, and each one 
needs adequate support no matter how many other children are with them.  

 

Kinship Support Program  
The Kinship Support Program (KSP) was signed into law by Governor Mike DeWine on 
December 29, 2020 through Senate Bill 310. The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 
funds and administers the program.24  
  
To receive KSP payments, caregivers must be in a formal kinship care arrangement, and the 
child must be in the custody of a public children services agency or a Title IV-E agency. Under 
this arrangement, there is no application process. The agency will enroll the caregiver. 
 

                                                 
23 For Relatives Caring for Children: Ohio Resource Guide. Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, July 2021. 
https://bit.ly/3xFchO0.  
24 Ibid. 

https://bit.ly/3xFchO0
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The caregivers receive $10.20 per day per child or about $306 monthly. Unlike OWF child-only 
payments, caregivers receiving KSP payments get the same amount of money for each 
additional child in their care.   
 
The number of KSP payments granted to a caregiver on behalf of a particular child is limited:  

 
If a child was placed with kin before December 29, 2020, the kinship caregiver may 
receive payments for up to nine months after December 29, 2020.  
 
If a child was placed with kin between December 29, 2020, and September 29, 2021, the 
kinship caregiver may receive payments for up to nine months from the start of the 
placement.  
 
If the child was placed with kin on or after September 30, 2021, the kinship caregiver 
may receive payments for up to six months from the start of the placement. 
 

KSP payments will no longer be available when the time limit runs out, if the child achieves 
permanency, or if the kinship caregiver becomes a certified foster parent. Those receiving KSP 
payments cannot receive OWF child-only payments at the same time.  
 

Kinship Permanency Incentive Program 
The Kinship Permanency Incentive Program (KPIP) is available to formal kinship caregivers who 
have legal custody or guardianship of a child. Through this program, kinship caregivers can 
receive up to $3,000 total through eight installments at six-month intervals. To be eligible, the 
gross income of the kinship caregiver’s family (including the child) may not exceed 300 percent 
of the federal poverty guidelines. In 2021, this is $79,500 for a family of four. Recipients can 
combine this program with OWF child-only payments.25   
 

Child Tax Credit 
Another program that can financially assist kinship caregivers is the Child Tax Credit. This is a 
federal benefit available to any adult with a related and dependent child. Typically, the Child 
Tax Credit is $2,000 per year for each child age 16 and under. As part of President Biden’s 
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, this amount is temporarily increased for tax year 2021 to 
$3,600 for each child under 6 years old and $3,000 for each child six to 17. Advance monthly 
payments began on July 15, 2021 and will go through the end of 2021. The remaining amount 
will be sent after 2021 taxes are filed. If you filed taxes in 2020 or 2019, registration is 
                                                 
25 Ibid. 
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automatic. Single parents making under $112,500, married couples making under $150,000, 
and everyone else making under $75,000 are eligible for the full Tax Credit amount, which 
tapers off as income increases. The Child Tax Credit does not count as income, so it will not 
affect eligibility for programs like SNAP and WIC.26  
 
Individuals do not need to file taxes to receive the Child Tax Credit, although non-filers must 
sign up through a form on the IRS website that acts as a mini tax return.27 Even though 
payments began in July, people can sign up later in 2021. A guide available on the IRS website 
helps non-filers through the registration process.28 Several barriers make the Child Tax Credit 
sign-up tool difficult to use. For instance, the form is currently only available in English.  
 
By removing some of the limitations to programs available to kinship caregivers, the state and 
federal governments can better support families in need.  
 

D. O. v. Glisson 
In 1979, U. S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall delivered a unanimous ruling in Miller 
v. Youakim stating that kinship caregivers who go through the licensing process must receive 
the same financial compensation as non-relative foster parents.29 This ruling financially 
benefited kinship caregivers who became licensed foster parents, but it failed to address the 
needs of kinship caregivers who choose not to get licensed.  
 
In 2012, two young brothers in Kentucky were removed from their home. One brother was 
placed in kinship care, while the other was placed in foster care. Richard Dawahare, the court-
appointed lawyer for the children, filed a lawsuit in response to the unequal financial 
compensation given to kinship and foster caregivers.  
 
On January 27, 2017, the Federal Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in the case D. O. v. Glisson 
that approved kinship caregivers who do not get licensed as foster parents must be paid the 
same amount as licensed foster parents. The Glisson decision applies to the four states in the 
Sixth Circuit: Kentucky, Michigan, Tennessee, and Ohio.30  
 

                                                 
26 “The Child Tax Credit.” The White House, 2021. https://bit.ly/3jRIBsa. 
27 “Child Tax Credit Non-Filer Sign-up Tool.” Internal Revenue Service. U. S. Department of the Treasury. 
https://bit.ly/3jR6ujE.   
28 “A Step-by-Step Guide to Using the Non-filer Sign-up Tool for Child Tax Credit & Economic Impact Payments.” 
Internal Revenue Service. U. S. Department of the Treasury. https://bit.ly/3yCLFi6.  
29 “Miller v. Youakim, 440 U. S. 125 (1979).” Justia. Accessed August 4, 2021. https://bit.ly/2VHZahW.  
30 “D.O v. Glisson, No. 16-5461 (6th Cir. 2017).” Justia. Accessed May 18, 2021. https://bit.ly/3jOqfs6.  

https://bit.ly/3jRIBsa
https://bit.ly/3jR6ujE
https://bit.ly/3yCLFi6
https://bit.ly/2VHZahW
https://bit.ly/3jOqfs6
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Four years later, Ohio has yet to comply with the Court’s ruling.  
 
In November 2020, a class-action lawsuit―H. C. and Y. 
C. v. DeWine―was filed against Governor Mike DeWine 
and former Director of the Ohio Department of Job and 
Family Services Kimberly Hall for their non-compliance 
with the Glisson decision.31 The case was dismissed 
from the Ohio Southern District Court in July 2021 but is 
in the process of being appealed to the Federal Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals. Ohio should not need to be sued into compliance with the Glisson 
decision. Ohio could start paying kinship caregivers the amount they deserve at any time. Ohio 
legislators claim to care about children but are actively refusing to provide their caregivers with 
the support that they are legally and ethically entitled to.  
 
Although D. O. v. Glisson and H. C. and Y. C. v. DeWine have the potential to increase the 
amount of money going to approved kinship caregivers, informal kinship caregivers remain left 
out.  
 

Harm Reduction Keeps Children with their Parents 
Many children are placed in foster or kinship care arrangements due to parental drug use. It is 
important to understand that if a parent uses drugs, it does not mean that they are a bad or 
unloving parent. People begin using drugs for many reasons. For example, inadequate access to 
healthcare, a developed dependency on prescribed medication, family history, influence from 
others, or self medicating for a physical or mental illness. Drugs also come in many forms, 
including alcohol. No matter how or why people use drugs, they deserve to be treated with 
respect and compassion.  
 

Drug use and its effects on families are deeply connected to the 
inhumanity and racism of the War on Drugs. The War on Drugs has led 
to the stigmatization of drug use and recovery, mass 
incarceration―especially of Black people―and the illegal sale of 

unregulated drugs.   
 
Stigmatization hides the fact that drug use is the result of a larger social, political, and economic 
history that has much to do with aesthetics. For example, injecting opiates is far more 
stigmatized than drinking alcohol, yet opiates and alcohol are both drugs. When drug use is 

                                                 
31 “H.C. and Y.C. v. DeWine (1:20-Cv-00944-MRB).” Court Listener. Free Law Project. https://bit.ly/3jLWAjh.  

https://bit.ly/3jLWAjh
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stigmatized, it leads to assumptions that people who use drugs are inherently bad and deserve 
what is happening to them. The fear of rejection from friends and family makes it even more 
difficult for people who use drugs to seek out recovery or harm reduction supplies. False 
assumptions about people who use drugs also prevent people with a history of drug-related 
convictions from being seen by the government as capable kinship caregivers. Investing in anti-
stigma and harm reduction measures is crucial for keeping children and parents together and 
for reducing the criminalization of people who use drugs. Anti-stigma campaigns fight the idea 
that parental drug use automatically constitutes neglect, while parents who have resources like 
naloxone, sterile needles, and wound care supplies can stay alive and free from transmissible 
diseases.   
 
Children in Ohio public schools receive drug education that varies based on grade level. This 
education maintains an “anti-drug approach” that highlights the dangers of drug use and 
discourages students from taking drugs not prescribed to them.32 Framing drug education only 
around the self ignores the fact that many students have a parent or family member who uses 
drugs, such as opiates, marijuana, or alcohol. Rather than relying heavily on scare tactics, 
children of all ages need to know what drug use is, why it happens, that someone they know is 
likely dealing with it, and how to be compassionate.  
 
 
  

                                                 
32 “Opioid Abuse Prevention.” Ohio Department of Education, June 11, 2021. https://bit.ly/2Uc2rpq.  

https://bit.ly/2Uc2rpq
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E. V.’s Story 
 

E. V. became dependent on opiates after experiencing a medical complication. After using 
opiates for almost a decade, she began using meth, then exclusively legally-prescribed medical 
marijuana. At this time, a social worker from ODJFS entered her home. E. V. tested positive for 
marijuana, and her two young children were immediately removed from her home and placed 
with the children’s grandparents. She was not allowed to spend the night with her children, 
even under their grandparents’ supervision.  
 
E. V. acknowledges that although she did need help taking care of her kids while she recovered 
from her meth use, it was unnecessary to immediately remove her children when they were 
not in danger. She says that unnecessarily removing children from their homes hurts both the 
children and the parents. Even though E. V.’s children were close with their grandparents, they 
did not understand what was happening, were not consulted about their placement, and 
wanted to stay with their mother. With the most meaningful part of her life gone, E. V. went 
back to using opiates.  
 
Experienced in special education, E. V. recommends that ODJFS use an intervention strategy 
modeled on the IEP (Individualized Education Program), where the “least restrictive” path is 
followed. E. V.’s children are now back with her, and she wants to explain to them why they 
were living with their grandparents, but she does not know how. E. V. believes that if her 
children receive an honest education on drug use and the War on Drugs, they will be better 
able to cope with the trauma of separation, but she does not trust the public school system to 
provide such an education. 
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Key Recommendations 
 

If the opioid settlement is accepted, Ohio must block out a percentage of money to fund 
kinship care. Ohio and other states are currently considering a $26 billion settlement with 
Johnson & Johnson and three major opioid distributors. Ohio could receive $1.2 billion for 
community recovery, including youth services and “mother-centered treatment and support.”33 
If accepted, a portion of Ohio’s settlement money must be used to fund programs that will 
support both formal and informal kinship caregivers.  
 
Ohio must comply with the Glisson decision, which calls for approved kinship caregivers to 
receive the same payments as licensed foster parents. Children placed in kinship care need 
just as much support as children placed in foster care. Without equality in payments, kinship 
caregivers are not getting the support that they desperately need to provide for their children 
and themselves and ensure that their families can stay together. The Governor must implement 
a plan for how to comply with the Glisson decision immediately and allocate the appropriate 
funds in the next budget.  
 
Financial support to informal kinship caregivers through OWF child-only payments must be 
expanded to better match foster care maintenance payments. Because compliance with the 
Glisson decision would not have an impact on informal kinship caregivers, they must receive 
support in a different way. Federally-funded OWF child-only payments available to informal 
kinship caregivers must be doubled to approximately $600 per month per child. These 
payments must no longer decrease when more than one child is present. Additionally, the 
federal requirement that recipients be related to the child in their care must be modified to 
accurately reflect the definition of a kinship caregiver, which includes close, non-relative adults.  
 
  

                                                 
33 “Ohio Abatement Strategies,” Ohio Attorney General, February 10, 2020. https://bit.ly/3yEP67X.  

https://bit.ly/3yEP67X
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The 2021 Child Tax Credit must be expanded, extended, and made more accessible to non-
filers. The federal government must make it easier for kinship caregivers to receive the Child 
Tax Credit by expanding the type of acceptable relationships between a caregiver and child to 
include non-relatives. This expansion would help kinship caregivers who are, for example, 
taking care of a friend’s child receive the Child Tax Credit. The temporary increase in the Child 
Tax Credit for tax year 2021, meant to assist families experiencing the effects of the Covid-19 
pandemic, must be made permanent. The long-term effects of the pandemic will be felt well 
beyond this year, especially for those already struggling financially. The Child Tax Credit is one 
of the few resources available to informal kinship caregivers, so a permanent increase would 
benefit children whose caregivers are ineligible for other forms of assistance. The non-filer sign-
up form must be available in multiple languages so that non-English speakers can receive 
support.  

 
Invest in harm reduction and harm reduction 
education at the state level. Combating the effects of 
the War on Drugs and its associated policy will benefit 
many aspects of society that, at first, might seem 
unrelated to drugs. Parental drug use is often a factor in 
a child’s placement in kinship or foster care; legalizing 
drugs and fentanyl testing products, funding syringe 

exchange programs and naloxone distribution, and expanding health education requirements in 
schools to include harm reduction information can benefit children, parents, and caregivers 
dealing with the effects of drug use. The separation of children from their parents is a 
traumatic, confusing event for both parties. Reducing the stigma surrounding drug use would 
result in more open discussions with children about why they are being placed in a different 
home; it would also make seeking recovery less taboo. If children know a parent uses drugs, 
they need assurance that their parent has the resources to stay safe and healthy. As E. V. noted, 
when children are removed, this is a huge blow to a parent’s mental health, and those who use 
or used drugs may find that their use becomes more severe. If parents are not supported 
physically and mentally, reunification is difficult to accomplish. Training for social workers must 
also be expanded to require anti-stigma education in order to further their understanding and 
compassion toward parents who use drugs. 
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Children, parents, and caregivers need better access 
to mental health resources. Money is not the only 
thing needed to improve kinship care outcomes. 
When a child is removed from their parents and 
placed in a different home, it can be traumatic for 
everyone involved. Mental health resources must be 
available for these individuals to express their 
feelings and receive support in a confidential and 
non-judgmental environment. Low-cost and no-cost options for therapy should be arranged for 
formal kinship care situations, and these same options need to be available to all. A child will 
benefit from therapy, and they will benefit from their parents, caregivers, and others around 
them going to therapy. Currently, those living in rural areas experience more barriers to mental 
health services than those living in urban or suburban areas. Barriers to service in rural 
communities include fewer providers, a long travel distance, affordability, lack of anonymity, 
and stigma.34 Unequal access to mental health services based on location must be addressed.  
 
Programs that provide legal representation to people facing eviction must be expanded. 
Kinship care allows children to live in a familiar environment with people who love them. 
However, kinship caregivers who are struggling financially may face eviction. This means that 
the children would have to be placed in a foster home, away from their community and people 
with whom they are close. To help kinship caregivers provide housing for the child in their care, 
the state of Ohio needs to take steps to resist evictions, especially where children are living. 
Children are not responsible for finances and should not be punished when a loving but 
overwhelmed kinship caregiver is unable to afford rent with a new child to care for. Ohio should 
increase funding for programs, such as the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland’s Right to Counsel 
program, which provides legal representation to low-income people facing eviction.35 Ohio 
legislators should also consider a moratorium on evictions for homes where children are living. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
34 “Rural Mental Health.” Rural Health Information Hub. U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health 
Resources and Services Administration, November 5, 2018. https://bit.ly/3lYOKWf.   
35 “About Us.” Right to Counsel - Cleveland. Free Eviction Help, June 16, 2021. https://bit.ly/3fPA3kz.  

https://bit.ly/3lYOKWf
https://bit.ly/3fPA3kz
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Parents who use drugs need more tailored support before, during, and after the removal of 
their children. When a social worker enters the home of a parent struggling to take care of 
their children due to drug use, removing the children must not be the first course of action 
unless the children are in immediate danger. Once again, reducing the stigma surrounding drug 
use and recovery acts as a preventative measure against children needing to be removed from 
their homes in the first place. Stigma is associated with excessive drug testing, which may 
punish people who use drugs even if they can still successfully function. Parents should be given 
the opportunity to change their behaviors or to temporarily have a relative or friend stay with 
them to help keep the children in a positive environment. During the time when children are 
removed, parents who use drugs must be given a voice in their case planning process. Case 
plans for these parents should work around their drug use or recoveries, have realistic 
expectations, and not force recovery. Recovery is a long process that can take years and many 
attempts to get right; having one’s children at stake only puts unreasonable pressure on the 
recovering individual. 
 
Foster care training sessions must be conducted by a diverse staff that is knowledgeable 
about different cultures and the realities of racism in the child welfare system. Working in 
conjunction with public children services agencies, the Ohio Child Welfare Training Program 
(OCWTP) is responsible for the recruitment of trainers and the training of caseworkers and 
foster parents. The OCWTP “develops and provides an array of training activities to promote 
mastery of the complex knowledge and skills needed to assure protection and permanence for 
Ohio’s abused and neglected children.”36 Education in cultural competence is a requirement for 
becoming a trainer. However, more needs to be done to ensure that trainers are not subjecting 
kinship and foster caregivers to racially insensitive comments. Some kinship caregivers who go 
through the process of becoming licensed foster parents find that their training sessions are not 
geared toward kin. Kinship caregivers becoming foster parents may benefit from having 
separate training sessions that are specifically focused on the needs of kinship caregivers. 
 
  

                                                 
36 “The OCWTP is a Collaborative Program.” About the OCWTP. Ohio Child Welfare Training Program. 
https://bit.ly/3saMgW4.  

https://bit.ly/3saMgW4
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Minor drug offenses must not prevent people from becoming kinship caregivers. Lawmakers 
must remove drug-related offenses from the list of crimes that automatically exclude people 
from becoming kinship caregivers. Individuals who possess marijuana, for example, are in many 
cases fully capable of providing care for a child. Removing this barrier would allow the criminal 
record of a potential kinship caregiver to be evaluated more holistically and would be beneficial 
to Black children with kin who experienced the effects of racial bias in policing.  
 

The scope of the Caretaker Authorization Affidavit must 
be expanded to include non-grandparents. Completing a 
Caretaker Authorization Affidavit currently makes it 
possible for Ohio grandparents to “exercise care, physical 
custody, and control of the child who is its subject, 
including authority to enroll the child in school, to discuss 
with the school district the child’s educational progress, to 
consent to all school-related matters regarding the child, 

and to consent to medical, psychological, or dental treatment for the child” if the child’s 
parents are unreachable and the child is in the care of the grandparents.37 This form can be 
used by grandparents acting as informal kinship caregivers who need to make medical and 
educational decisions for a child. Because the Caretaker Authorization Affidavit is limited to 
grandparents, kinship caregivers with other forms of relationships are not able to make use of 
this resource. To make sure that all informal kinship caregivers can make necessary decisions 
for a child in their care, Ohio must make the Caretaker Authorization Affidavit available to all 
kinship caregivers, regardless of relation.  
 
The Multiethnic Placement Act must be completely overhauled to ensure that non-white 
children are placed in culturally appropriate homes. Children placed in kinship care can remain 
with familiar people in their own communities. When kinship care is not an option, children 
must be placed in foster homes that honor racial and cultural differences. Currently, under the 
federal Multiethnic Placement Act, children may be placed in homes that ignore their unique 
needs and isolate them from people they can relate to. An overhauled Multiethnic Placement 
Act should require potential foster parents to pass a cultural competence evaluation before 
being approved to care for children of a different race, ethnicity, or national origin.   
  

                                                 
37 “Section 3109.65: Caretaker Authorization Affidavit.” Ohio Revised Code. Ohio Laws & Administrative Rules. 
Legislative Service Commission, July 20, 2004. https://bit.ly/2Uass8D.  

https://bit.ly/2Uass8D
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A. R.’s Story 
 

A. R. became a kinship caregiver in 2006. Her story shows that, although kinship care in 2006 
looked slightly different than kinship care in 2021, significant improvements in financial 
compensation have yet to be made.  
 
By the age of 17, A. R. was an emancipated minor in Clermont County taking care of a family 
friend’s three children (a 4-year-old, a 2-year-old, and an infant). The children’s mother was 
using drugs and became incarcerated. Because A. R. was not related to the children, she was 
ineligible for kinship care-specific compensation, and because she was a minor, A. R. had to 
wait until she was 18 before receiving government assistance. She eventually received $215 per 
month for one child and $90 per month for each of the other children. However, she was 
required to pay it back later because she made too much money to qualify for the assistance 
she received.  
 
A. R. faced many challenges that are still facing kinship caregivers today. She had to complete 
20 hours of training before she could receive compensation, yet the children were placed in her 
care before this training. A. R. finds it unacceptable that there were more barriers to receive 
financial support than there were to receive the children. A. R. considered becoming a licensed 
foster parent but decided against it because she would have lost access to programs for kinship 
caregivers. A. R. found it very difficult to get in touch with the children’s caseworker and was 
quickly pressured to consider adoption.  
 
After reflecting on the cost of supporting children in 2021, A. R. recommends that kinship 
caregivers receive at least $600 per month per child in order to provide necessities like food, 
clothing, transportation, and shelter. A. R. also believes that non-financial resources need to be 
more accessible to kinship caregivers and children. In her experience, access to family therapy 
and other mental health supports are crucial and should be provided and required. A.R. stresses 
that above all, children need a home. She suggests that there should be a moratorium on 
evictions for homes where children are living.   
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Conclusion 
Kinship care is an extremely nuanced topic that affects every person involved differently, but 
the bottom line is that kinship care families need significantly more financial, mental, and 
logistical support.  
 
Ohio must support kinship care families financially by complying with the Glisson decision, 
increasing and expanding TANF Ohio Works First child-only payments, funding legal 
representation services for people facing eviction, and extending the 2021 Child Tax Credit.  
 
Ohio must support kinship care families emotionally and logistically by increasing access to 
mental health resources, removing barriers to the Caretaker Authorization Affidavit, conducting 
culturally aware foster care training sessions, and removing minor drug offenses as a limitation 
to becoming a kinship caregiver.  
 
Adequately funding kinship care will require a big shift in the state budget, but the ongoing 
opioid settlement may result in an influx of money. Providing kinship caregivers with the 
support they need is an essential measure for ensuring the survival and success of children and 
their loved ones.  
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Harm Reduction Ohio (HRO) is the state’s largest drug policy reform organization. It supports 
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